
 
HPS – THE TEAM TO TRUST. 

Product Assurance Manager (m/f) 

 
HPS GmbH is a leading midsized space company and central provider of subsystems as lightweight composite and metal 
structures, reflector antennas, deployable structures, thermal hardware, multilayer insulations and MGSE. HPS is also well 
renowned as prime contractor in the field of space subsystems for European Space Agency ESA, the German Aerospace 
Center DLR, as well as for the „blue chips“ of the European space industry. Space services of HPS also cover the complete 
range from design, analysis and development to manufacturing, assembly and testing on demand. With outstanding 
engineering capacities, highest flexibility and customer orientation HPS is one of the fastest growing technology drivers in the 
European SME industry. 
Currently HPS Group has a staff of 60 persons in Munich, Porto and Bucharest. 
Due to our rapid growth we want to enlarge at HPS Germany our Design Team and consequently we are searching for 
excellence with the following profile: 
In order to enlarge at HPS Germany the quality assurance staff we are searching for the following profile: 
 

Job profile: 

The post-holder will perform following tasks: 

1. Product Assurance on project level 
2. Technical Support in R&D projects. 

The focus of the respective products and developments is in the area of reflector antennas, 
lightweight structures, deployable structures, thermal hardware such as multilayer insulation 
for space applications. The main tasks of the post include the following: 

Project Product Assurance: 
- Lead, planning and conductance of PA tasks dedicated to a specific project 
- Definition of subcontractor- and supplier PA tasks, supplier evaluation 
- Control of subcontractor- and supplier PA and monitoring of procurement activities 
- Material, parts and processes assurance (internal/exernal) 
- Definition and coordination of inspection program 
- Planning and conductance of MIPS and KIPS 
- Analysis of request for proposals and preparation of such w.r.t. PA activities 
- Identifying critical development problems and trace their resolution 
- Supervision of material characterization campaigns up to subsystem level test campaigns 
- Evaluation of test results and elaboration of conclusions, definition of consequences 
- Monitoring of qualification status 
- Non-conformance control, reporting, processing and management (same for RFW/RFD) 
- Preparation of project PA documentation (e.g. PA Plan, Cleanliness Control, Plan, etc) 
- Review and signature of project documents 
- Configuration management and control. 

Technical Support for Research & Development Projects: 
- Investigation of specific technical subjects and challenges in the area of materials, 

coatings, space environment like radiation and EMC, testing, process definition, etc. 
- Technical support to project team to find solutions 
- Technical shadow engineering to subcontractor/supplier materials and products 
- Supplier research and database maintenance support 
- Elaboration of respective documentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Qualification: 

Applicants should have as a minimum: 
- More than 2 years of experience in PA jobs 
- Technical background in at least one of the following disciplines: lightweight structures, 

CFRP composite structures, deployable structures, antennas, thermal subsystems 
- Experienced in as much as possible of the following items material qualification 

processes, radiation effects and analysis, space debris, thruster impacts, reliability 
analysis, FMECA/FMEA, REACH. 
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- Constructive ideas for failure detection and systematic approach to manage NCs 
- Knowledge in space flight hardware projects 
- Knowledge about ESA ECSS standards 
- Very good knowledge in English (writing and speaking)  
- MS office S/W tools (minimum: MS Word, MS Excel, Power Point, MS Project) 
- University degree or certified engineer with background in space or aviation. 

An asset would be knowledge in items like spacecraft and payload structures, CFRP materials, 
reflector antennas, optical structures, multilayer insulation, radiators, electronic housings, 
electronics, MGSE, mechanisms, coating, 3D printing, structural design and analysis, thermal design 
and analysis, kinematic analysis, radiation analysis, production, assembly, alignment, material 
characterization, environmental testing (static, dynamic, thermal, thermo-elastic, acoustic, 
metrology), document management, configuration management, contacts in space community. 

Candidates should have the ability to deal with customers, sub-contractors, partner companies 
and internal staff via excellent soft skills like constructive criticism, insistence, authority, 
diplomacy and representativity. Especially in this position candidates should have the ability to 
work autonomously, effectively and cooperatively in a diverse and international team 
environment and to define and implement solutions in line with team and individual objectives 
and project deadlines. In addition, candidates should have good analytical and reporting skills, a 
proactive attitude to solving problems. Last but not least a high interest in creation and 
implementation of innovative technologies should be present. 

We appreciate applications from high potentials over 35 years up to very experienced 
candidates far above 50! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Possibilities: 

HPS offers the chance to actively take part in the growth of an international operating company 
but still keeping the friendly working environment of an SME (Small/Medium Enterprises). All 
HPS staff is continuously involved in company strategy items and can influence the path of HPS 
growth. Improvement suggestions are highly welcome. 1-2 days travels to different European 
sites of Customers or subcontractors, or to our daughter company in Porto, Portugal, and 
Bucharest, Romania, will be part of the monthly business. The reporting will be directly to the 
Company Quality Manager or the Company Management. 

A four-days-per-week contract might be possible. Self-responsible flexibility in working time per 
day is our company culture. Documented in our Quality Management System is not only the 
goal to deliver high end technology and to maintain financial health of the company, but also a 
very high degree of employee satisfaction. 

 
We are looking forward to your application (preferred via e-mail): 

HPS GmbH,  Hofmannstr. 25-27,  81379 München,  www.hps-gmbh.com 
Mrs. Andrea Straub,  Tel.: 089-4520 576-13,  straub@hps-gmbh.com 


